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Löwi and the sea dredger
Three fathers, one lion and one great adventure

You know what a sea dredger is?
Wacken, TV appearances, European tour - actually Vince Voltage (27+) is very busy with his
band Pussy Sisster, but since his son is born, Vince changes the guitar more and more often
against the storybook. Because that's what they like to write most about.
"Do you know what a sea dredger is?", "Would you mess with the monkey pirates to ﬁnd the
sea dredger?" or "Would you trust the dark Mr. Froschmann if he advised you to go through the
creepy forest?"
The most spectacular story ever written by father and son deals with such and other important
questions. The main role is played by the "Lion of the Lion", which they have come up with,
who gives handicraft tips on his Facebook page and prepares for his ﬁrst adventure.
The famous Youtuber Markus Sosnowski, also known under the name Mr. Pianoman or as
PianoPapa, recognized the potential of the character and had a vision. He saw Löwi as a star in
an animated cartoon for children. With his Kinderliedergarten, PianoPapa has already gained
experience in animated animation with several children's songs. A close collaboration with Löwi
inventor Vince then began, followed by night-long ﬁling of the movements, facial expressions
and gestures of the individual characters.
All Löwi needed was a voice and so the little yellow comic hero asked his Facebook community
for help and found Mike Weber, who had already made a name for himself as a singer and
radio presenter.
The quartet around the little lion was now complete and planned the release of Löwi's ﬁrst
video adventure Löwi and the sea excavator on March 01, 2017.
(Source: Press release by Markus Sosnowski)
The story as video
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